Monday, 23 May 2022

08.45 Opening words

09.00-10.15 Ronnie de Sousa (Toronto), *Invention of Value*

Coffee break

10.30-11.25 Gopal Sreenivasan (Duke), *Plasticity and Perfection: Emotions and the Moral Domain*

11.30-12.30 Michael Milona (Toronto Metropolitan University), *What “Values” are Emotions About?*

Lunch break

14.00-14.55 Laura Silva (Geneva), *The Ineffable as Radical*

15.00-15.55 Samuel Lepine (Clermont-Ferrand), *On Salience, Confabulation, and Emotion’s Reliability*

Break

16.15-17.10 Olivier Massin (Neuchâtel), *What is Optimism?*

17.15-18.15 Mohan Matthen (Toronto), *Sense Qualities*

20.00 Dinner *Le Lyrique*

Tuesday, 24 May 2022

09.15-10.10 Donald Ainslie (Toronto), *Humean Themes in de Sousa*

Coffee break

10.30-11.25 Deborah Brown (Queensland), *Does the Term “Animal Husbandry” Make you Nervous?*

11.30-12.25 Stéphane Lemaire (Rennes), *The Intentionality of Emotions and Unconscious Emotions*

Lunch break


15.00-15.55 Moritz Müller (Bonn), *Minimal Rationality: Structural or Reasons-Responsive?*

Break

16.15-17.10 Aaron Ben-Ze’ev (Haifa), *Does Romantic Love Make sense?*

17.15-18.10 Constant Bonard (Rutgers), *The Rationality of Mood*
Wednesday, 25 May 2022 (Graduate Day)

9.15-10.15: Marie van Loon (Zurich), *How Can You Believe This? Disappointment as a Blaming Reactive Attitude*

*Coffee break*

10.30-12.00: Ronnie de Sousa (Toronto), *Normally, you should be a bacterium: Why evolution is not Providence*

*Lunch break at Carosello*

14.00-15.00: Radu Bumbacea (Leeds), *Emotions without Fittingness*

*Coffee break*

15.15-16.15: Cécile Rosat (Neuchâtel), *An Actional Theory of Adam Smith’s Sympathy*

*Coffee break*

16.30-17.30: Maude Ouellette-Dubé (Fribourg), *Emotion Phenomenology and Normative Character*